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Abstract. IIn this paper we present the mathematical core of a new programming language LID3 
(=Language for Data Directed Design). The mathematical core of the language contains its 
abstract syntax and its semantics. But we go beyond this and present the language, its programs, 
and its underlying data types, as mathematical objects constructed in an algebraic/categorical 
framework. As it stands the language is highly encapsulated and htghly extensible. Subsequent 
papers will exploit the mathematical structure to form extensions of the language with parameter- 
ized types and inheritance. The philosophy of design is to develop a full understanding of the 
theory behind the language, its constructs, and extensions, before committing to specific user 
syntax or implementations. We do, however, present some provisional sugared versions of the 
syntax for use in examples. 
1. Introduction 
This paper presents the mathematical core of a new programming language, LD3 
( = Language for esign). To begin with, the mathematical core of 
the language consists of its abstract syntax and its semantics. But we go beyond 
this and present the language, its programs and its underlying data types, as 
mathematical objects construcreSd in an algebraic/categorical framework. On the 
other hand, we do not present a final concrete syntax for the language, but only 
tentative sugared versions of the abstract syntax for use in examples. The philosophy 
ehind this approach is that 
one should fully develop the underlying theory and semantics of a language 
before irrevocably committing oneself to any particular user-syntax or language 
implementation. This approach is particularly important in areas such as data 
directed design where one wants to incorporate programming constructs uch as 
classes, parameter:zed types and inheritance, where there is less than total agree- 
ment on the meaning of the constructs. This same point is made in [6]. 
g structure and theory is mat 
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the features we might want in a final version. For example, it has encapsulation 
and extensibility, but it lacks generic types and inheritance. But we contend that 
if the core language is properly constructed and well understood ther? it provides 
a framework in which to investigate possible extensions providing one, or more, 
versions of such consirructs. At the worst, we will get insight into why such 
extensions are unnatural or impossible. 
The idea behind data-directed design is that software design should be centered 
about the design of data types rather than about the design of procedures. The data 
directed approach is usually promoted on the grounds that it supports such good 
things as maintainability, reusability, and understandability. The tools from data 
directed design that are used to realize these good things are concepts such as 
extensibility, encapsulation (information hiding), generic types, and inheritance. 
Detailed arguments promoting data directed design are presented by Meyer [4] in 
the context of his language EIFFEL. 
A program in L 3 specifies a class system, that is, a collection of classes of objects 
and methods. Roughly speaking, a class is a data type, an object is at3 instance of 
a data type, and a method is an operation on a data type. However, objects, in 
contrast to the data types defined by algebraic specifications [2,7, I], have 
“memory”. 
Programming in LD3 is completely data directed. Since L 3 has no built-in classes 
one cannot write a procedure (=method) without first creating data (=a class 
system). 
The class systems are not algebraic specifications, but consist, in effect, of 
declarations and code. However, the class systems are still abstract specifications. 
The desired “abstraction” is achieved through encapsulating the programs so that 
one can only exploit WHAT Lt the program does, and not HGW it does it, or how 
the data types are represented. Needless to say, “encapsulating programs” is not a 
new idea. But what is uew here is that we do it while strictly adhering to the 
philosophy sketched above. That is, the language is presented as a mathematical 
object, making the abstract syntax and semantics of L ‘, and its programming 
constructs, completely precise,, and subject o mathematics nvestigation. The mathe- 
matics describes WHAT the language is but nothing specific as to HOW to represent 
it or implement it. We do present some syntactic sugar to show that the language 
can be made concrete, and to make the examples easier to read. Furthermore, in 
Section 7 we indicate that the language has a fairly straightforward implementation 
in terms of pointers. However, our point is that the real essence of the language is 
the abstract entity given by the mathematics. 
This mathematical structure, while not expl in this paper, is the basis for 
our forthcoming paper on generic data types in 39 and provides the basis for our 
he flavor of the 3 resembles that of many “ob.ject 
n particuiar, we fohow S 
n the other hand, we are not as close to 
logy might suggest. 
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We do not have any built-in types such as BQOL and INTeger. All types are 
defined-as-you-go using the extensibility features of the language. A practical 
implementation of 3 would probably include built-in types for the sake of 
efficiency, but to build them into the core language would only serve to complicate 
the theory of the language. 
We use a different form of objects. The use of instance variables found in most 
object-oriented languages means that objects are, in effect, Records, that is, 
elements of products. We define objects as being as Variants over Records, that 
is, as elements of a sum of products (or, more precisely, as a coproduct of products 
in the category of sets). This mathematical structure plays a key role in both the 
syntax and the semantics of the language. 
- the primitive operations on the objects are defined completely in terms of these 
products and coproducts (i.e., in terms of the corresponding projections, injec- 
tions, and mediating morphisms). 
- the more complex object structure provides the basis for the extensibility being 
able to start off “from nothing”. 
- it is the basis for encapsulation: only methods belonging to a given class can 
make use of the form of its objects and the associated primitive operations. 
While we still view a method as belonging to a particular class, we use a “method 
calling” paradigm rather than the message sending paradigm of SMALLTALK. 
Thus we do not single out a particular object as the recipient and we permit a 
method belonging to a class k to access and/or modify the value of any of its 
parameters or variables of class k. This, for starters, eliminates many of the 
problems with mu1 argument functions found in many object oriented languages. 
The methods in L 3 are strongly typed. This again simplifies the mathemat3cs 
but at the obvious cost of losing the exploitation of overloading found in most 
object oriented languages. But, again, the contention is that overloading is better 
introduced as an increment in the design, say along with inheritance. 
Some of these differences will be motivated in more detail as we go along. For 
additional motivation see (or await) [14]. 
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 gives an informal overview of 
the language. Section 3 gives the syntax of the language. Section 4 defines the various 
algebras used in the formal semantics which is then presented in Section 5. In 
Section 6 we give examples of the use of the language to define some familar data 
types. Section 7 takes a look at some of the theoretical and applications issues raised 
Let 0 denote the set of natural numbers, 0 = {O, i,2, . . . j. For abig E E w iet 
[n]={l,..., n}, so., in particular, [0] = 1&3. 
iven a set K, we write + for the set o *)* for the set of 
strings-of-strings on K. e write A for the e ( ) for the empty 
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string in (K *)*. Given strings vl,. . . , v,, in K *, we write (v,) . . . (v,,) to denote the 
string in (K*)* whose ith element is Vi. Note that ( ) # (A) since the former is of 
length 0 while the latter is of length 1. Given a string u we write 1 u1 to denote the 
length of tr. Given a string v E K” and i E [lull = { 1, . . . , lvl}, we write vi for the ith 
component of v. Given w E ( M*)* and suitable i and j we generally write wi,j, rather 
than (w& for the jth component of the ith component of w. 
We use square brackets, [ , . . . , ] to denote coproduct mediators, i.e., given sets 
A I,“‘, coproduct object Al + l l l + AN and coproduct injections bi ; Ai + 
(A,+ l l l +A,,), i=l,..., n, then for any set B and family of mappings (J: . Ai + 
B(i=l,..., n), we write [f, , . . .,f,]fortheuniquemapping.f:(A,+ l - +A,,)+4 
such that f * ci =A for each i = 1, . . . , n. 
2. Informal overview of the language 
l This section gives an informal overview of the language LD3. The informal 
treatment is necessarily incomplete, the complete formal definition is given in 
Sections 3,4, and 5. The vocabulary used is close to that used by the SMALLTALK 
community, but there are important differences. 
. 
A progratm cox;~S 0 f a spceification of a class system S, consisting of a set K of 
classes. A class k consists of a specification of the form of the objects of k together 
with the collection of methods belonging to k. An object in k is either, n&, the nil 
object of k, 0% it is an instance of k. An instance of k has a value which is a tuple of 
objects. The form of k specifies which tuples may occur as vaiues of instances of 
objects from k. A method belonging to k is a specification of an operation on objects. 
The specification of a method CT will specify the class membership of the parameters 
of a, the class membership of the temporary variables used in cr, the expression 
describing the steps of 0, and the class of the result returned by CT. The execution of 
a method of class k will, providing it terminate;, return a result and may change the 
underlying state by changing the value of objects, by changing the value of variables, 
or by adding new objects. 
For example, we can give a program specifying the classes: BOOL, NAT, INT, 
STACK_OF_INT. Th e f orm an object of class STACK_OF_INT could specify that 
an instance of object of STACK_OF_WT will have a value that is either an empty 
tuple ( ), or a pair (S, I) where S is an object of class STACK_OF_INT and I is an 
object of class INT. The intuition is that a STACK_OF_INT is either empty or it 
consists of the “top element on the stack, I, and a “substack”, S, corresponding to 
the remainder of the stack. The class STACK_OF_INT would have methods for 
operations such as POP, PUSH, and MAKE-EMPTY-STACK. The method for POP 
would specify that it has a STACK_OF_INT as parameter, and that it returns an 
object of c&s B1-R The PUSH operation would have two parameters, the first being 
of class lNT, anti i hl: second being of class STACK_OF_INT, and it will return an 
object of class STAC _0F I NT. This example, and others, are worked out in detail 
in Section 6. 
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The form of a class k restricts the values of instances to a given finite sum of 
products of the sets of objects of specified classes. The form of a class is fixed but 
the specific sets of objects will change with time as new instances of objects are 
created. 
In the example of STACKOFJNT the form will restrict the values to the set 
(I+ (Oint X Qrac& where 1 denotes the product of the empty set of sets (the 
one-element set containing the empty tuple ( )), Ostork is the set of objects of class 
STACKOFINT, and Oinr denotes the set of objects of class INT. Here 1 is the 
first summand of the form of STACKOFJNT, and the second summand is (Oi”, x 
Os,LKk )m 
The ccpression specifying the steps of a method cr, belonging to class k, is built 
from primitive operatio2is together with the ybrameters and temporary variables of 
0. The primitive operation belonging to k are divided into the private operations for 
k (the operations that depend on the form of k), and the public operations of k (the 
operations that are independent of the form of k). The desired encapsulation of 
classes is achieved by syntactically restricting the writing of methods so that the 
private operations of a class k can only be exploited within methods belonging to 
the class k. Briefly, for each class k we have private operations: 
(a) NEWI, it an operation that creates a new instance of an object of class k with 
the all-nil tuile for summand i as its value. 
(b) CASMeO, el , . . . , e,,), a case statement with a case for each of the n sum- 
mands of k. If the expression e, evaluates an object whose value is a tuple in the 
ith summand of k then the expression ei is evaluated. 
(c) CHANGEk i(eo, e,, . . . , e,), an operation for changing tne value oi’ an object 
of class k. If e, evaluates to an instance of an object of class k then the value of 
that object is changed to the n-tuple for summand i resulting from evaluating the 
expressions e, ) . . . , e,, while if e, evaluates to niZk then n& is returned. 
(d) ACCES& i j( eo), an operation for accessing components of objects of class 
k. If the evaluation of e, results in a tuple of the ith summand then thejth component 
of that tuple is returned, otherwise a nil object is returned. 
(e) ASSIGN,i( i, e,), the object resulting from the evaluation of e. is assigned to 
the ith temporary variable of the method g belonging to k. 
In addition, for each class k, there are the following public operations that can 
be used in any method of any class. 
(f) NILk a con: rant, denoting the nil object of class k-note that the nil objects 
are typed. 
(g) INST( e,, e, , e,), a conditional operation, evaluates expression e0 to get an 
object x of class k, then evaluates e, if x is an instance of k, but evaluates e2 if x 
is the nil object of k. 
(h) e, ; e2, the “‘usual” semi-colon operation for composing the evaluations of 
expressions. 
(i) CALLJe,, . . . , e, ), an operg*;nn pnr palling methods of ~the: c!asses. Method UC,‘CPaa a&B& W 
p is called and passed, as parameters, the objects resulting from evaluating the 
expressions e, , . . . , e,,. A method belonging to a class k can only access, or change, 
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the value of objects of a ss k’ # k by calling methods belonging to k’. 
The syntax given in S on 3 ensures that the applications of these operations 
are well defined. 
STACK_OF_INT 
eate either the empty 
as two cases, corresponding intu 
methods. 
3. 
is essentially a specifica:ion of a collection of classes. In general 
any given class will make use of methods belonging to other 
classes. Thus classes can not be specified in isolation, but must be specified as part 
of a system of related classes. To make the notion of a specification of classes precise 
we introduce the formal concept of a class system. A ass system is a purely 
mathematical object, it provides an abstract syntax for L , but does not provide 
a concrete syntax for actually writing programs. Thus we also show examples of 
“sugared” versions of the syntax. These sugared versions will be used in the examples 
in later sections, but should nat be considered as being the final user-syntax for the 
language. 
A class system r is specified by giving the data, r = (K, 2, IX, L, 7, 5) 
where 
(a) is a set (of class names). 
(b) C is a set (of method names). 
w If (T E C and LY(U) = (k, u, t), then G belongs to the class 
Sh as ents where the ith argument is of class tBi, and a returns a value of 
class t. 
*)*. If b(k)=211 . . . V,E(K*)* with Vi=Vi,l . . . Vin.E 
class k is of form b(k), as n summands the ith of which, for i E ii,. . . , n) having 
ni components the jth o which, for j E { 1, . . . , nj}, being of class 2)i.j. 
. If ~(a) = w, then the method u has 1 WI temporaries (local variables), 
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For each k E K and a E C we will define a set, Ex~z~,~, of k-u-expressions. We 
will write e : (k, CT) for e E Exprk m. Intuitively a IA--expression is an expression 
which, one, when evaluated will return an object of class k, and two, could be used 
as a subexpression in constructing an expression to serve as the method body, t(o), 
for (+. In particular, as noted above, if (Y(O) = (s, u, k) then t(a) will be a k-, ,-- 
expression. We define Expr k,. by means of a set of deductive rules. For any specific 
choice of K, 2, cu, c, and r these deductive rules can be reduced to a context free 
grammar (see below). The deductive rules for k-a-expressions are as follows: 
NILk:(k, a), 
a(a)=(h, u,s), iE[[uI], ui=k 
Pu.i:tk, a) 
9 
(think of Pc,i as a symbol for the ith parameter of a) 
i e [IT(u,~]~ T(a)i = k 
T ./I, -\ 9 : ,,, , - ‘, .-‘, --- ; 
(think off, i as a symbol for the ith temporary vaaiable of o) * 
e, :(j, a), e2: (k, t$ 
e,;e2:(k9 a) ’ 
eo: (j, 4, el : U4 4, e2 : (k, 4 
INST,(e,, e,, e,):(k, a) ’ 
i (5 [I ~(dll, r(a)i = k, ei :(k, a) 
ASSIGN,i( e,) : (k, O) ’ 
P E Z Q(P) = (C ~9 k), (vi E [IwIl)(ei : (wi, a)) 
CALL,,,( e, , . . . , e,,,) : (k, (T) 9 
44 = W, u, 0, i e MkN 
NEWk,i : (k, a) 
9 
44 = v4 4 s), eo: (h, 4, W E [l4h)Mei : (k, 41 
CASM~o, el, . . . v qtd : (S d 
9 
44 = w, 4 s), i E [IWl19 W i E [(b(k)i(])(ej :(k(k)i,j, 4, eo: 06 d -2. 
CHANGEk,i(eo, el 9 . . . , e,c(k),J): (k, 4-r) 
9 
a(u) = (h, u, v>, eo: (h, cr), i E CI4Wl1, j E [l~(hJiIlv 6th)i.i = k 
. 
ACCESSh,i,j(/?O) :(k, a) 
ere is an example of the formal s ecification for a single class, na 
of natural numbers (sugared versions are given below). 
2 = {zero, succ, pred? 
a(zero) =(NAT, h, NAT), cY(succ) = a(pred) =( IVAT NAT>, 
4 K NAT), 4 
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T( zero) == T( pred B = T(add) =0,r(succ) = (NAT), 
if(add) = ~ASbVAT(padd,2, Padd.,) CALL,,,,dd(CALLNA~,.cc(padd,l), 
The context free grammar for NAT-succ-expressions corresponding by the deduc- 
tion rules for t e above class system is as follows: 
(NAT, SUCC)::= PNAK1, 
(NAT, succ>::=(NAT, SUCC); (PTAT, SUCC), 
(NAT, succ)::= lNSTNAT ((NAT, sum), (NAT, succ), (NAT, suet)), 
(NAT, succ)::=ASSIGN,,,,,((I1’AT, succ)), 
(NAT, SUCC):+ CALLNAT,zerf,( ), 
(NAT, succ)::= CALLNAxsurc.(( NAT, succ)), 
( NAT, succ) ::= CALLNAKpred f( hTA T, succ)), 
(NAT, succ)::= CALL NATodd(! NAT, succ), (NAT, succk . 
(NAT, SUCC)::= NEWNAT. ., 
(NAT, succ)::= #k&AT*, 1 
( NA T, sum) - I= @AS E NAT((NAT, succ), (NAT, succ), (NAT succ)), 
( NAT, succ) ::=CHANGE lVAT,,(( NAT, succ’)), 
(NAT, succ) ::=CHANGE NAT,Z(( NAT, tsucc), (NAT, succk 
(NAT, succ) ::= ACCESS NAT,Z,I(( NAT, suck))= 
his grammar, together with the grammars for NAT-zero-, NAT-pred-, and NAT-add- 
expressions, will, in turn, generate a K x Z-sorted signature (with ambiguously 
named operators) w s the abstract syntax of expressions. 
he above forma! 
but cBearly some sugari is needed to ma 
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point 
Here 
that 
is an 
we are not providing a fi nal syntax, we give two different ‘ 
implementation-oriented sugaring: 
‘sugarings”. 
Pi for P,,i (that is, for example, P4 for P&, 
Ti for T*.i 3 
Ti := e, for ASSIGN,,( e,), 
for CALL,Je, , . . . , e,,), 
e,.i + (e,, . . . , e,) for CHANGEk,i(eo, e,, . . . , e,), 
e, .i.j for ACCESSk,i,j( e,), 
NEW.i for NEW,, , 
Pm.i for (Pm.i.1,. . . , Pm.i.p) on the right of +, 
Pm.i.j f ej for Pm.i c(Pm.i.1, . . e , Pm.i.(j - 1). t?j, 
Pm.i.(i+ l), . . . , Pm.i.p). 
Here, again, is the class for natural numbers, but using the above sugaring 
additional sweetening as explained in the comments “/* _ . . * “. 
CLhaSS NAT /* NATE K */ 
form 
iota( NAT) = (lambda)( NAT) /* gives L( NAT) */ 
zero( ): NAT /* ~WQ E 2, cy(zern) = (NAT, h, NAT) */ 
NEW.1. /* this is ((zero) */ 
SMCC( P 1 : AM a) : I’-‘AT /* succ E r;, a(succ) = (IWT, NAT, NAT) *! 
(tau(succ) =Tl : NAT) /* ~(SUCC) = NAT */ 
?I := NEW.2;Tl.2 + (Pl). i* this is ~(succ) */ 
pred(P1: NAT): NAT /* pred E .E, &wed) = (NAT, NAT, NAT) */ 
CASE(P1, NIL IVAT, P1.l.l). /* this is t( pred) */ 
add(Pl,P2:NAT):NAT /*add~Z,cu(add)=(NAT, NATQVAT, NAT)*/ 
CASE(P2, Pl, add(succ (Pl) pred(P2))). /*this is e(add) */ , 
e?sd - class NAT 
Finally, here is a more user-oriented sagaring, where, among other things, the 
numerical indices are replaced by identifiers as a mnemonic aid to the reader. 
Class Name NAT 
Class Form zero ;() 
nonzero : (prd : NAT) 
Class methods 
zeao( ) : NAT 
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N zero. 
cc(A : NAT) : NAT 
onzero ; 
Let r be a class system specified, in accordance with Definition 3.1, by the data 
K, 2, CY, L, 7, and &. In the next section we will give a denotational semantics for 
such a class system. Loosely speaking, the meaning of a method cr E C will be a 
partial function from states to state-object pairs. That is, calling the method a in a 
given state will, if it terminates, result in a new state and the return of an object of 
the appropriate class. What VP b will do in this section is provide the appropriate 
notions of states and state-object pairs, and the operations thereon, needed to give 
the semantics. 
Our approach is as follows. Both states and state-object pairs will be modeleld as 
special algebras whose signatures are called r-signatures and are determined by 
the class system r = (K, 25, aps c, 7,zJ). The algebras for modeling the states a:z ,nal!ed 
K-stute-algebras, the algebra modeling the state-object pairs is called the r-result- 
algebra. Jn both cases the carriers and operations of the a!gebras are chosen to 
rovide natural operations for defining the semantics. 
the class system r we defin the set of desired signatures. A r-signature 
will contain a designated sort , and, if k E K, with b(k) = v, . . . qL#)l E (K*)* 
then k Will contribute I&( k)l i- 4 detents to the SOI? set s, namely ok, &, Sk, 
V k,l, l l l Y hlrtk)l~ and Tk. Think of ok as the sort of objects of k, zk as the sort of 
iPl.Wfices of k, Sk as the sort of summands for k, Vk,i as the ith sort of instance values 
or k, and Tk as the sort of temporary variables of k. These sorts come equipped 
with operations: 
nk,i, j : r(k),,,, 
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In addition, 0 may contain a finite set of constants of sorts Qk and T’ for each 
k E K. An element of &,, is called a k-( method)-parameter, an element of Oh,TL 
is called a k-temporary (variable). Note that 1p  -signatures only differ with respect 
to their choice of parameters and temporaries. For a given class k E we can 
represent he above part of the signature by a picture such as that shown in Fig. 1. 
See Section 6 for pictures of signatures of actual classes. 
=k,l,l 
Fig. 1. The k-component of a r-signature. 
A Fsta te-algebra , will be a (S,-, R)-algebra, for some r-signature (S,-, O), where 
* . is a designated singleton set, ( * }, also denoted , and for each k E K, as above: 
II, + A,, a coproduct of these sets in Set, the category of sets and total 
functions, with coproduct injections (& and ( II&)~. 
(ii) For each kE K and in (1,. . . , Ib(k)l), with L(k)i = k, . -. kp take Vh., = 
Ao, x e l l x o1, , a product of these sets in Se 
(m& L 
, with product projections 
through’ ( ~~,i.p)A l If (c(k)), = h, the empty string, then we take 
;, a coproduct of these sets in et, with coproduct 
any restrictions on 
ate-algebra, the:1 the ideas behind the above definition of r-state- 
algebra are as follows: 
An object of class k in , that is, an element of ok:, is either the nil-object given 
by n& or it is an instance of k, that is, an element of iL. This is just what t 
coproduct says. 
Each instance of an object of class k 
its value is (J.&(X) E 
ach element t of Tk corresponds to a te orary variab 
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Each element p E J’&.k is a method parameter whose value in state is pA, an 
. 4.- ebl..s^” l- 
GbjCCt t3k ~kcc33 I*. 
Given a r-signature 9’= (SI-, C?) let SP,Stf denote the category of ~11 Cstate- 
algebras with signat re 9, together with the usual homomorphisms of algebras. 
nitisn .I. Let sPI = (S,., S’2,) and ,4p2 =(Sr-, L&) be two 1 ‘-signatures, then a 
morphism f: 9, + Y2 is an SF x Sr ) -indexed family of mappings ( fw,s : (L!,) w,s +
(n,)w,,~wEST_,sEs~), ue that fw,s is the identity except when w = h and s E 
{Ok, Tk 1 k E K} in which case fw,s : (0, ),, + ( i22),v,s may be any mapping. Defke 
CSIG to be the resulting category of r-signatures. 
nition 4.2, Let J$- = (9!-, +f2,.) denote the Ir=signature -with no parameters or 
constants. at is, such that (&),,, = 0 = (cC21&,0,, for all k c K. Let .& denote the 
&-algebra such that &,, = dTk = 5 for all k E K. 
act 4.3. The signature 4t. is initial in F-SIG. 7%e category I’-SIG is closed under 
Jinite coproducts. Indeed given C-signatures Y, = (S,, 0,) and sp2 = (&:, &?,>, the 
coproduct object is (9, + &) = 3’ = (Sr, a) with coproduct injections JYi : Cfi + Sp, i = 
1,2, where O,, = (n,),, = (n,),, except when w = h and s E (ok, Tk 1 k E K) in which 
case Gv,s = (a,),., 9 +(L&), s (coproduct in Set), and, for i = 1,2 *.. 
corresponding coproduct ir&ction in Set. 
(tY JV, is the t 9 
act 4.4. Let f: 9, + Y2 be a r-signature morphism, then f induces a ftsnctor 
fb:9yStt+Y*-Stt 
where for BE I&-St& f b(B) is the (S,, R&algebra with (f b( B)), = Bs for every 
s E SI-, and q-btB) = (f(w)), for every w E Q+ 
efinition 4.5. Given r-state-algebras A and 23 with res ctive signatures Sp, = 
(&, fl,) and 9& = (&, a,), a r-state-morphism from A to onsists of a signature 
hism f: YA + Sp, together with a homomorphism F: A + f b( B) in 9”-Stt. Let 
fq be the resulting category. 
coproducts. 
The algebra SBt- is initial in S t.. The category l. has Jinite 
nition .7. Let F = (K, 2, &yT C, T, 5) h- _e 2 class system, then for each CT E C let 
X, = (S,,, a,,) be the r-signature where for each k E M 
= k, where a( a) = (h, u, s)}. 
re we mean a signature (S,,, 0) e ed with an injective 
at 7 “picks out” t 
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parameters and tempo aries for the current application of CT: We write the signatures 
as (S,-, 0, 77). A (r. &algebra is a r-state-algebra with a (r, rr)-signature. A (S, u)- 
morphism between (r, a)-state-algebras A and with respective signatures 
&, 0, and (S,-, &, qJ is a r-state-algebra morphism (A F) such that f 
772. Let Iqra denote the category of (II, a)-state-algebras and (I’, a)-morphisms. 
The category 1;a of (rl a)-state-algebras is a large category, i.e., it has a 
proper set of objects. We are actually only interested in a small subcategory consisting 
of the (IY, o)-algebras arising “in practice” -roughly those generated from A?,. by 
finitely many applications of express s from Expr. Similarly, we are really only 
interested in a small subcategory of § I-, namely one containing “just” the above 
interesting subcategories of all the categories S I;o. While we are not going to 
attempt to give a precise definition of these ca es we will use their obvious 
existence as an excuse for treating S l’ as small categories in the 
remainder of this paper. 
efinition 4.8. From S 1‘ we produce a special 3$ = (S,., &)-algebra 
the Kresult-algebra, where for each s F ,q!. 
esA = {(A, a) I A E 
and for w : s, -, s2 in 0, and (A, 
w&S,-((A, a>) = (A, WI(a))- 
To enable us to extract the state-algebra part of an element of es/., we introduce 
(A, a)wA. 
esi- is not a r-state-al ra because the product conditions are not 
met on the carriers of sort Vk,iv nor is 1 a singleton set. However we do get the 
following properties which we will exploit to define the semantics of the language. 
. For each k E K, 
is the coproduct in Set of ( esl- JIA with injections (KI; )tRes,-) 
(ii) the family (qRes,.) : ( es& ] i = 1,. . . , Ib(k)l) is a coproduct in 
all ihe operations (N 
gs: one, to give the 
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Given a class system r = (K, Z, cy, L, 7, [), we want to define the meaning of the 
expressions in ExprklT for each k E K and u E 2. The intuition is that the application 
of a k-o-expression e t a state A will., !:f it terminates, produce a new state 
return an object b E The state A is a F-state-a’lgebra, nd indeed, 
(I-Y, a) -state-algebra to ‘.ensure tnat k-a-expressions of the form P,, 
meaningful. Furthermore, the pair (B, 6) cm be viewed as an elemeni 
thus the meaning of e can be viewed as a partial function 
We givl: the desired semantics for the public and private operations of a class 
system r = (K, 25, cy, C, T, 5) by means of an initial algebra semantics in the sense of 
[3] or [6]. The initial, or syntactic, algebra is the one give by the context free 
grammar resulting by the deduction rules in Section 3. This is, in effect, the 
K x C-sorted algebra where the carrier of sort (k, a) is the set of k-a-expressions. 
The target, or semantic, algebra has as its carrier of sort (k, cr) the set of all partial 
es&, (see remarks following Definition 4.5). 
There is an intuitive sense in which objects are immortal, once created they are 
never destroyed (except, perhaps, by “garbage collectors”-something which we 
have not included in this model). The value of an object (as given by I_C) may change, 
but the object itself persists. This property plays a role in our semantics. To capture 
t:$4rIs T.Gthin 3ur framework we have to give means for identifying the objects in A 
with the corresponding objects in B when [ena = (B, b). To this end, let U be 
the functor 
Then for each k-a-expression e and (I-I, a)-algebra A we will define an injection, 
(6 as given in Definition 4.8) giving the desired identification 
Let AES I:0 with (I’, a)-signature 9 = (S, 0,~ : 0, + L!), then [ens(A) and 
e, re defined by the appropriate entry from the following list. 
(a Lk : Define [NIL&,(A) = (A, (n&),), and 8(NILk, A) = lUCA). 
(b) P, i:Defitfe IIP~iDIT(A)=(A,(rl(P,i))A), and @(PciTA)=lu(~)- 
W Tu:i:Define UT.,:ilU(Ai=(A,(7,)niD(To.i)),), and'KL,i,A)=lu~~~- 
(4 el x:Define Ue, ;4,(AJ =U&,(~(Ue,l,(A)), and 
fGl ; e2, 4 = (eh W4l,(A))) 
el ; e2, A) = e(e2, B) 
= (C, c), then define 
[e,],,(C) if c f 
[e,n,,( C) if c = nirj, 
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and 
O( INST( eo, e,, e,), A) = 
c”(p& 0;‘) Sl 
8(eo;e2, Cj 
if c # niaj, 
if c= nib. 
But, since (C, c) E es,, we can express the meaning function as 
where [[e& 0 S, [e,], coproduct mediator in cated 1,~ Fig. 2. 
(f) ASSIGNk,i(e,) : I ) =(B, b) then [ASS1 k,i(e,)],.(A) = (C, b) where 
C is identical to B with the exception that (q&( r,( r,,i)c) = b, and 
!3(.4SS!GNk i[ei), A) = !?(ei 3 -4). 
(g) NEW;, : Let 13 be the (F, o)-state-algebra that results front freely adjoining 
an element x to A!, and where b(k) = 0, . . . V, and vi = vi-1 . . . vi,p E Y”, taking (CL& 
to be the extension of (p& taking x to (bk,i)A((ni1tl,,, , . . . , n&J). Then define 
u~Ewc,in,w=U%~)* 
Let us now do this a bit more precisely. For each k E K let A& \ze the Z&state- 
algebra where ( Nk)II, = { * }, and (P&J,, =@ for all j# k, an:1 (p&,,,(*) = 
h,i(tnUV~ i 19 l ’ ’ 9 ni’Vk, 1 (A).,>)* Then ..‘ 1 
‘&W,dl..0 =W-N,, CJi&(*N 3 
and b(NEWk,i,A)= U(I~,,) where JA,k: Nk+(A+Nk) and IA,k:A-~+ 
the indicated coproduct injections. 
(h) CASE(e,, e,, . . . , e,) : If [e&(A) = (C, c), then 
1 
(C, (nil&) if c = (izi&&, 
u~~~~(e,,e,,...,e,)n,(~)= u4w  if there exists y E C, , 
such that b4&d(Kk)%~) = (Lk,iJc‘(Y)* 
i 
%o, 4 if c = (nri&-, 
B(CASE(e,, e,, . . . , e,), A) = O( e. ; ei, A) if there exists y E C, , 
such that (/&(h)?(C)) = (~,~,i)<*(YJ- 
The meaning can again be given in terms of coproduct mediators, namely 
which is obtained by f Uing in the mediating morphis ig. 3. 
(i) ACCESS,, i i( e,,) : Let [e,],(A) = (B, b), if there exists x E AIj1 such that 6 = 9 . 
h,hb) and hhb) = bkdh v.. . , Q), then UACCESSh.i.j(e,)II,-(A) = (A (Pi>, 
otherwise [ACCESS,z,i,j( e,)lo(A) = (A, II&). Furthermore, @(ACCESSk,i,j( e,), A) I= 
1 [I(A). This is also directly expressible in terms of the coproducts in 
little notatkil, for each s E S,- let 
one, : 
(A9 4-M *), 
(recall that A, = { * } for all r-state-algebras) then, where n = 1 L( h)l, 
[ACCESS h,i,j( eo)Du = [ [ nilk onev,, , , . . ” , Vi j, 9 . . , nii, t3 one,,, ,,I @ PI,, flilk] 
which comes from filling in the mediatmg morphisms in Fig. 4. 
6) CALL.,(e, 9 ' l l 9 e,) : Let !B! : b,) = [e&(A), and, for i = 2, . . . 9 g, let 
(Bi9 b.) - lQ_l,,fBi-1) = [e, ; e, ; ’ l l ; eillfr(A)* 
I nilk 
Fig. 4. 
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Fori= 1, . . ..P-1.1etCi=(6(ei+*;‘**;ep, i))( 6i). Note that if;ai is aj-a-expression 
then ci E (B,)o,. Form the new (r, &signature 
and extend B to an g-algebra C by taking ( GfP( P,i))c = ci, i = 1 9 . . . , p, and 
(( 7,(p)j!C(lYpCTp,j99C = nizT(pJj* for_i = l, l l l 9 I+9I- Then, whe41S(p911p(C9 = U&d), 
take 
lICALL,,(e,, . . . , e,9l!AA9 = (I?( 
Finally, take B(CALL,,( e, , . . . , e,), A) = e( e, C) O( e, ; l l l ; e,, A). 
(k) CHANGE:, i(eo, ei, . l . , . e&Let (B,, b,}=[ f 6, = nili, then 
If this is not the case then, for i = 1, . . . a p let 
(Biy bi) = [eina( Bi-1) = [e, ; e2 ; l l l ; ei](A). 
For i=l,...,p-I, let ci=(@(ei+l;*** ;c,,, Bi))(bi). Observe that if ei is a j-o- 
expression then ci E (BP),,. But then, c = {c,, . . . , C&E esvk,, E (BP) v,e,. Take 
[CHANGEk,i( eo, e, , . . . , e,)],(A) = (C, co) where C is identical to B,, except that 
r_Cc(K~~(Co))=(Lk,i)~,(c). Lastly, take 
B(CHANGE(eo, i, e,, . . . , e,,), A)= c%, -49 if bO= n&, 
0(e,; - 0 l ; ep, A) otherwise. 
In this section we give a number of examples of class specifications using the 
sugared version of the syntax. Each specification builds on the ones given before. 
The specifications are fairly straightforward, but generally represent very inefficient 
implementations. For example, in the specification of BOOL the reader will see that 
each application of the “constant operation” tr e generates a new object. 
ere is a specification for the class 
II. This operation is needed beta 
which distinguishes &e, can not used outside zf t 
d together with the primitive op 
ean conditional usable in methods of 
the s@Gpe Oi” t’nis paper) i3i bji 
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BOOL is shown in Fig. 5. 
NEW(Z). 
(A, B: BOOL) : 
CASE A 
if tru [CASE B if tru [true] if fls [ 
n&?: B(?!X) :BOOL 
CASE A if tru [false] if fls [true]. 
null( A: BOOL) : BOOL 
CASE A if tru [true] if fls [NIL_BOOL]. 
End Class BOOL 
. Here is a specification for the class NAT of natural numbers. This is 
ple of a “recursive class” in the sense that NAT appears in the specification 
of the form of NAT. n general, a state algebra for NAT will contain only a subset 
of the natural numbers. As examination of the methods will show, “NATs are only 
produced as needed”. 
Class Name NAT 
Class Form zero : ( ) 
nonzero : (prd : NAT) 
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Class methods 
zero( ): NAT 
NEW( 1). 
215 
succ( A : NAT) : NAT 
IT1 : NAT1 
Tl:= NEW@); 
Tl .prd + A. 
gred( A : NAT) : NAT 
CASE A 
if zero [NIL-NAT] 
if cer,zZ3 [A.pr@]. 
add(A, B : NAT) : NAT 
CASE B 
if zero [A] 
d(s~cc(PJ, pred(B))]. 
monus(A, B : NAT) : NA? 
CASE B 
if zero [A] 
if nonzero [anon&red(A), pred(B))]. 
eq( A, B : NAT) : BOQL 
CASE A 
if zerti [CASE B if zero [true] if nonzero [false]] 
if nonzero [CASE B 
if zero [false] 
if nonzero [e&red(A), Bpre 
MA, : NAT) : BQQL 
CASE A 
if nonzero [CASE B if zero [ 
if nonzero [Ie( pre 
EncP Class NAT 
As our next example we give a specification for the c 
integers. This specification rovicIes a nice exa pie of encapsul 
at the declarations, a( u- of the ranethocls o would expect 
being represented as a consisting of Lean, representia+j the sign cf ZV 
ATuraQ nu ute value of s. ecification, 
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actually, represents an nteger z by a pair, (n, p), of natural numbers such that if 
nbp then z =n-p, while if n<p then z=-lp-nl. 
Class Name INT 
Class Form int : (Ift : N 
rgt : NAT) 
Class methods 
one( ) : INT 
IT1 : I 
T1 := (1); Tl.int + succ(zero), zero. 
ahsr (A : INT) : N-AT 
e(A.lft, A.rgt)) 
if instance [ monus( Argt, A.lft )] 
onus( Alft, A.rgt)]. 
(A: INT): BOOL 
if nil [true]. 
sum(A, B: INT) : INT 
I-_ -_ _-I 
(Il:lN1I 
Tl := NEW( 1); Tl.lft + add( A.lft, B.lft); Tl .rgt + add( A.rgt, B.rgt); Tl. 
nez(A: INT): INT 
IT1 : INT] 
Ti := NE-W( 1); Tl .int + Argt, A.lft; Tl. 
End Class Int 
Here is the “classic example” of a data type specification, STACK-D, 
ed as a generic class, that is, D is a formal parameter that may be 
’ any actual parameter such as BOOL. NAT, or INT. In this paper we will 
not go into the mathematics of “how parameters are passed”-but see [9]. Informally, 
all we have to do is “ rewrite” the specification with D replaced by the name of the 
desired actual parameter. The signature diagram for STACK-D is shown in Fig. 6. 
Class Name STACK-D 
Class Form empty: ( ) 
nonmt : (stk : STACK-D, 
top : D) 
Class ods 
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Fig. 6. The srg~~arul-e for STACK-D. 
CASE A 
if empty [Tl := NILD] 
i; nonmt[Tl := A.top; 
CASE A.stk 
if empty [A.empty + ] 
if nonmt[ A.nonmt +- Axonmt]]; 
B. 
push(A:STACK_D, B:D):D 
(Tl : STACK-D1 
Tl:= NEW(2); 
CASE A 
if empty [ Tl .empty +- ] 
if nonmt [Tl .nsnmt + A.nonmt]; 
A.nonmt+Tl, B; 
B. 
e( ) : STACK-D 
Tl:= NEW(l). 
End Class STACK_ 
ur next specification is for 
LINK-D-the “links” 
L?T’hTllTTC @rYTP OizY as 1’11Y11 L’4J;lL 1o-w1-- 
haGg a value which is a t 
value is an object of class 
OfX, a 
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a chain of LINK_Ds with nils at the two ends, but LI 
truct many other structures. 
This class is again an example of a class that is both recursive an 
contrast to our other examples 
oice of names for the 
is the case where 
Generic Class 
Parameters D, L 
Class Form In 
val : D, 
Class methods 
NEW(I). 
left(A: LINK-D): LINK-D 
A.left. 
t(A: LINK-D): LINK-D 
A.right. 
@A: LINK-D): D 
-A.va!ue. 
c (A, B: LINK-D) : LINK-D 
A.left + B. 
C , B: LINK-D): LINK-D 
e ) : LINK-D 
INST A 
if instance [INST 
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This paper has concentrated on giving a description of the core of a language for 
data driven design and on showing some simple examples of its use. However the 
real FP~SO~ for developing the language was, and is, to use it as a well-defined 
framework in which to investigate various aspects of data driven design. I[ will end 
the paper with some thoughts and questions on that subject. 
While you may not be completely happy with the way I have worked out the 
examples in Section 6 you will probably agree that most, if not all, of them are 
correct. But what does this mean? Intuitively, it means that the defined classes have 
the external behavior that we expect. Now the semantics given in Section 5 gives 
what might be called the “internal behavior” of a class, that is, how the methods 
belonging to the class operate on its internal state, but what is “external behavior” 
of a class? Loosely speaking, the external behavior of a class is -.Jhat we can observe 
from outside, by “doing experiments.9’ Informally, “doing experiments” consists of 
applying expressions built up using the operations INST, NIL, ASSIGN, CALL and 
;. Formally, this corresponds to building new classes, of trivial form, on top of the 
existing class system. Note that all we can observe as the result of an experimert 
is whether or not the result is a nil object. The idea is that the “experiments” should 
provide a way to identify appropriate states and/or objects so that the resulting 
congruence classes correspond to the elements of the desired abstract type. The 
initial results from study of this approach to external behavior are present& in i;ZiJ 
In addition to external behavior we may also want to consider notions of “internal 
behavior” other Khan the algebraic/categorical model given in Sections 4 and 5. In 
particuiar, I find that when I write L 3 programs I often make use of an informal 
graphical model for the current state in which the objects appear as nodes and the 
value of an object is indicated by labeled arrows to appropriate nodes. That is, if 
the current state is given by the r-state-algebra A, and XE A, SUCK that 
(P&(k)?(X)) = (k,if~((.V! P . - 8 y v,)), so yJ E Acfk ), , ,j = 1, . . . , p, then this informa- 
tion can be represented pictorially by a labeled graph such as that shown in Fig. 7. 
Additional state information (e.g., temporaries, parameters, class membership, etc.) 
can be supplied by additional labels. For a semantics 
ig. 7. Graphical representation of the state. 
of 3 using such graphs, 
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see [12]. Graphs do not capture all the information in the state algebra since they 
omit the underlying structure that, for example, w as used in defining the primitive 
operations, but they do capture the transient aspects of the current z~zte. Clearly 
they are close to a “pointer representation” of the objects. Indeed the suggested 
pointer representation can be dit,ectly implemented in, say, Pascal, to give a proiotype 
implementation of the core language. 
A key to the prac,,- +a1 use of data directed design seems to be the matter of code 
reuse. Generic types, as introduced informally in Section 6, are one approach to 
this. In a paper now in preparation [9] I explore the mathematics of such generic 
types. The basic idea is that we can construct categories of class systems, indeed 
several such categories, and give a treatment of generic types in terms of pushouts, 
in a manner renliniscent of the treatment of generic types in algebraic specifications 
[I] except that here we are for more concrete since we are dealing with code rather 
than algebras. An underlying idea to this approach is that one can apply a generic 
class such as ST”CK_D to a class r knowing only KI-. &-, and (Y~‘. Thus these 
techniques do not invade the “privacy” of the actual parameters. 
An aspect of object-oriented programming that receives a great deal of attention 
is the notion of “inheritance”. This is a “concept” with many definitions, some of 
which seem to be incompatible. The version P want to address is roughly the 
intersection of the versions found in [S] and [a], to quote from [S]: 
Inheritance is a technique that allows new classes to be built on top of older, less specialized 
classes rather than written from scratch. The new class is the subclass; the old one is the superclass. 
Tile subclass inherits the instance variables and methods of the superclass. The subclass can 
add new instance variables and methods of its own. 
To put this into the framework of our language we need only replace the first 
occurrence of the phase “instance variables” by the phrase “form L”, and replace 
the phase “add new instance variables” by a phrase describing some suitable notion 
of extending the form. I suggest that the natural extensions of b(k) have the 
format (~(k)xu)+u, where, if L(~)=(w~)(w~)...(w,),u=(u~)(u~)...(u~), and 
v = ( o,)( vz) . . l (v,J, then 
The naturality coming from the + and x being the coproduct and product in a 
category of strings-of-strings. However we extend b(k), inheritance is an implementa- 
tion concept in the sense that the new class, k’, is defined starting from the 
specification of the components cu(k), c(k), and possibly e(k), of the old class k, 
rather being defined from the external behavior of k. Thus inheritance involves a 
greater invasion of privacy than does genericity. 
he above give a very brief look at some of the questions 1 am examining within 
re are many more concepts of genericity, 
iency, and so on, that remain to be investi- 
gated. 
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